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Abstract
The problem of generating a virtual view of a scene, i.e. a view
from a point where there is not a physical camera to capture the
scene, has received recently a lot of attention from the computer
vision community. This is probably due to the increase of the com-
putational power of computers, which allows to deal with multiple
view systems (systems composed of multiple cameras) efficiently.
In this document, an introduction to virtual view generation
techniques is presented. In a first part, geometric constraints of
multiple view systems are presented. This geometric constraints
allow to reconstruct the 3D information of the observed scene, and
therefore they allow to generate virtual views from everywhere (al-
though problems with occlusions will arise). In the second part of
the document, the state-of-the-art on Image Based Rendering (IBR)
techniques is presented. IBR techniques allow to generate virtual
views from some constrained regions of the space without requiring
a complete 3D reconstruction of the scene. To finish, some concus-
sions are given.
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1 Introduction
In the last years, multiple view systems have received a lot of attention
of the computer vision research community, probably due to the fact that
a future 3DTV system begins to be seen as feasible [AYG+07, BWS+07,
ATFC07, SMS+07]. This is very important because since the invention
of the television, commercially available since the late 1930s, there has
not been any significant change in the way it is seen. The quality of the
images has been continuously incremented, going from the very low res-
olution gray-scale images to the nowadays high definition colour images,
but the way they are seen, watching non-interactively to a screen, has
not substantially changed. With the introduction of the digital television
and DVD’s, it is sometimes possible to choose between a few different
cameras, adding some interactivity from the user, but it is still far away
from an interactive system like a complete 3DTV system, where the user
could watch the scene freely from any point and in addition with 3D
sensation. Probably, a complete 3DTV system is still far away from now
because it would need a change of the user’s displays, and in addition
the 3D displays available now are still in a very embryonic stage, but
a free viewpoint television system seems to be feasible in a short time,
since it could be shown in current displays [Tan06]. But 3DTV is not the
only field of application of multiple view systems, they have a lot of other
applications such as robust tracking [YZC04], depth estimation [WK04],
virtual reality and immersive environments [YNK+05] or immersive tele-
conferencing environments [WW00].
This document covers 2 subjects quite related, multiple view systems and
virtual viewpoint generation, and it is organised as follows. In a first
part (sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) multiple view systems of planar cameras
are introduced, and the geometrical objects that manage the constraints
between images taken from different cameras are presented. These geo-
metric objects and algorithms allow to Reconstruct a scene, i.e. to obtain
the 3D information of the scene and the transformations between images
from different cameras. This reconstruction of a scene allows to compute
occlusions and depth of points seen from an arbitrary given point, and
thus, the reconstruction of a scene allows to generate virtual viewpoints
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from anywhere. But it is not necessary to compute a complete reconstruc-
tion of a scene to generate a virtual viewpoint, and in section 9, methods
to generate virtual viewpoints, most commonly known as Image-Based
Rendering techniques, will be presented. To finish, some conclusions and
future work are give.
2 Notation
In the following paragraphs, the next notation has been adopted:
• x denotes a scalar value
• x or X denote a vector
• Points in 3D space are denoted by capital letters, like for example
X, and image points are denoted by letters in lower-case, like for
example x
• X denotes a matrix
• (A | B) denotes the concatenation of the matrices A and B
• x, x′, x′′, x′′′ . . . denote the image into several cameras of the same
point X in 3D space
3 Multiple View Systems
Intuitively, it is clear that if “something” is “seen” from different places,
additional information is obtained if all this captured information is com-
bined appropriately. The problem is basically what does this “appropri-
ately” mean? When dealing with radiofrequency signals, for example, the
phase information and more concretely the difference of phase between
a signal received by different antennas, has allowed to develop multiple
and very efficient techniques of Array Processing to extract a lot of infor-
mation from one or several received signals. See for example [Sch79],
where the Multiple Signal Composition (MUSIC) algorithm is presented, or
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[RK89] for the Estimation of Signal Parameters Via Rotational Invariance Tech-
niques (ESPRIT) algorithm. But what about image signals? In this case,
the phase information is not captured, and the problem is not as “sim-
ple”. While in radiofrequency, the common situation is to be in distant field
and then the received wave can be assumed to be a planar wave, when
dealing with images a displacement of a camera can change completely
the received signal. These reasons, together with the short wavelength
of light signals, are basically why in multiple view systems instead of
exploiting the signal nature, the geometry of the multi-camera system is
usually used.
In the following sections, the geometry of systems with 2, 3, 4 and n
(n > 4) planar cameras is analysed, obtaining the state-of-the-art mul-
tiple view geometric objects for these systems. Even though a system
with only one camera is not a multiple view system, it is also analysed,
since the description of how a camera captures a scene is used later on
the other sections and represents a basic theoretical background. Along
these sections, classical notation present in the literature has been used,
that is vector and matrix notation for 1 and 2 views and tensorial notation
for more than 2 views. However, all this can be homogenised using only
tensorial notation, see chapter 17 in [HZ03] or [Hey98] for further details.
4 Single View: Camera Geometry
The function of a camera is to map the 3D world into a 2D image, in
general by means of a central projection. All cameras modelling a central
projection are specialisations of the general projective camera (see figure
1), whose characteristics can be studied using tools from the projective
geometry, since the real world can be seen as the projective space of the
image plane. Given a point x = (x, y) in an image, the set of points
that can generate the image point x is, considering the coordinate sys-
tem situated in the centre of projection of the camera, k · (x, y, f )⊤, ∀k ∈
R, k ≥ 1, where f is the focal length of the camera. The set of points
{k · (x, y, f )⊤ | k ∈ R, k ≥ 1} is called the ray of x. Sometimes, for
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convenience, the Normalised Coordinates are considered, which consist of
normalising the focal length to 1.
Into the family of general projective cameras two subfamilies can be dis-
tinguished, the finite cameras, those with a “finite” centre of projection,
and the cameras at infinity, those with a centre of projection “at infinity”.
Note that, in projective geometry, a point lies at infinity (or it is an ideal
point) if in homogeneous coordinates its last coordinate element is 0.
For a general projective camera, given a point X in homogeneous coor-
dinates, i.e. X = (X,Y,Z, 1)⊤ , the image point x = (x, y, 1)⊤, also in
homogeneous coordinates, is given by
λx = PX (1)
where P is the projection matrix and λ is a scalar factor. For the sake of
conciseness, the λ scalar factor will be ignored from now on if its omission
does not change the result, using then the expression
x = PX (2)
Notice that the world coordinate system is not necessarily the same than
the camera coordinate system, in which case the matrix P also performs
the corresponding rotation and translation. In addition, the camera coor-
dinate system may need a scaling, a skew correction and an offset for the
principal point, operations that are usually expressed in a matrix called
the Camera Calibration Matrix K, which is also part of the projection ma-
trix. The general form of P for a general projective camera is a 3 × 4
matrix of rank 3
P =

 p11 p12 p13 p14p21 p22 p23 p24
p31 p32 p33 p34

 (3)
It has 11 degrees of freedom, and the restriction of rank 3 arise because
otherwise the mapping will be to a line or a point and not to the hole
plane. Using the projection matrix P, some important definitions can be
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done. For these definitions, the projection matrix is considered, without
losing of generality, of the form
P = (M | p4) (4)
Camera centre: The camera centre is the 1-dimensional right null-space
C of P, i.e. PC = 0. In a finite camera, M is not singular and
C = (−M−1p4 | 1)
⊤. In a camera at infinity, M is singular and
C = (d⊤ | 0)⊤, where d satisfies Md = 0.
Column points: For i=1,2,3, the column vectors pi are the vanishing points
in the image of the directions of the world axes X, Y and Z. Column
p4 is the image of the coordinate world origin.
Principal plane: The principal plane of the camera is P3, the last row of
P.
Axis planes: The planes P1 and P2, that correspond to the first and the
second row of P, are the planes in space that contain the camera
centre and the image lines x = 0 and y = 0 respectively.
Principal point: The principal point is the image point x0 = Mm3, where
m3⊤ is the third row of M.
Principal ray: The principal ray or axis of the camera is the ray passing
through the camera centre C and direction vector m3⊤.
4.1 Finite Cameras
As said before, the finite cameras are those with the centre of projection
situated in a finite point. A general projection matrix for these cameras
can be expressed as
P = KR(I | − C˜) (5)
where R is a 3× 3 rotation matrix representing the orientation of the cam-
era coordinate frame, I is the 3× 3 identity matrix, C˜ are the coordinates
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Figure 1: Central projective camera
of the camera centre in the world coordinate system, and K is the camera
calibration matrix and it has the form
K =

 αx s x00 αy y0
0 0 1

 (6)
with αx = fmx and αy = fmy representing the focal length of the cam-
era in terms of pixel dimensions in the x and y directions respectively (mx
and my are the number of pixels per distance unit in image coordinates in
the x and y directions respectively), s is the skew parameter and (x0, y0)
is the principal point in terms of pixel dimensions. A projection matrix
following the expression 5 will be called from now on a full perspective
projection matrix.
The problem when using a finite projective camera model is that the map
from 3D to 2D is a nonlinear mapping, which can easily make vision
problems ill-conditioned, specially when perspective effects are small.
For this reason, approximations of the finite projective camera intended
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Figure 2: Examples of projective deformations
to remove this nonlinearity are often used.
4.2 Infinite Cameras
As commented before, Infinite Cameras or Cameras at Infinity are cameras
with their centre on the plane at infinity, i.e. with M from equation 4
singular. The camera centre can be found exactly as with finite cameras,
solving PC = 0. Cameras at infinity can be subdivided into Affine Cameras
and Non-Affine Cameras. Non-affine cameras are cameras with its centre
on the plane at infinity but without the hole principal plane being the
plane at infinity. This kind of cameras has strange properties, as for ex-
ample sending, in general, points on the plane at infinity to points not at
infinity and viceversa. Non-affine cameras are not widely used and they
will not be discussed in the present document.
4.2.1 Affine Cameras
By definition, and affine camera is a camera with a projection matrix P
where the last row is (0, 0, 0, 1), or (0, 0, 0, k), k ∈ R+ in general. This
means that the principal plane of the camera is the plane at infinity. The
general form of the projection matrix of an affine camera is
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PA =

 m11 m12 m13 t1m21 m22 m23 t2
0 0 0 1

 (7)
This matrix has 8 degrees of freedom and its sole restriction is that M2×3,
the 2× 3 matrix on the top-left, has rank 2. It can be seen also as the
concatenation of three transformations: an affine transformation of 3D
space, an orthographic (or parallel) projection from 3D space to an image
and an affine transformation of the image
PA = (3× 3 affine transform)

 1 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

 (4× 4 affine transform)
(8)
If we consider x˜proj and x˜aff the image coordinates of a point X obtained
using the full perspective projection matrix and the affine approximation
respectively, it can be deduced that
x˜aff− x˜proj =
∆
d0
(x˜proj − x˜0) (9)
where ∆ is the depth of the point with respect to the plane through the
world origin and perpendicular to the principal ray, which is at a distance
d0 from the camera centre. Expression 9 means that the affine approxi-
mation is good when the depth relief is small compared with the average
depth, and the distance from the point to the principal ray is small.
There are 2 main differences between the affine projection and the full
perspective projection. The first one is that the canonical projection ma-
trix (I | 0) is replaced by the parallel projection matrix

 1 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

,
and the second one is that the principal point is not defined.
Several special cases of the affine camera are of special relevance and are
widely used. The most important and known ones, the Orthographic Pro-
jection, the Weak Perspective Projection and the Paraperspective Projection are
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introduced in the following paragraphs.
Orthographic Projection
The orthographic projection is the simplest affine projection, it consists of
completely ignoring the depth dimension, projecting the objects perpen-
dicularly to the Image plane. This projection presents basically two main
problems, the “distance effect” and the “position effect”. The distance ef-
fect is the effect caused by orthographic projection which makes that two
identical objects have the same image even if one is further to the camera
than the other. The position effect causes the same deformation than the
distance effect but when one object is more distant from the optical axis
than the other. See figure 3 for an example of orthographic projection
and its problems, and figure 6 for an example of the error introduced by
this projection with respect to the full perspective projection. The projec-
tion matrix for the orthographic projection in normalised coordinates (i.e.
f = 1) can be expressed as
Pop =

 1 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 0 1

( R t
0⊤ 1
)
(10)
where R and t are the rotation and translation that move the world coor-
dinate system to the camera coordinate system.
Weak Perspective Projection
The orthographic projection approximation is too strong in general, for
this reason, a more feasible approximation is the Weak Perspective projec-
tion, especially when the object is small compared to its distance to the
camera. The weak perspective projection considers a common depth Zc
for an object and, firstly, the object is projected orthographically to that
plane Z = Zc and secondly from that plane to the image plane, but us-
ing now in this second step the full perspective projection. In general, the
9
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common depth Zc for an object is the depth of its centroid (see figure 4 for
an example). The projection matrix for the weak perspective projection in
normalised coordinates is
Pwp =

 αx 0 00 αy 0
0 0 1



 1 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 0 0 Zc

( R t
0⊤ 1
)
(11)
where a hypothetical different scale in x and y image coordinates can
be captured by αx and αy. As it can be easily seen, when Zc is equal
to 1, the weak perspective projection is the orthographic projection (with
a different scale in x and y image coordinates if αx 6= αy). In figure 6
the error introduced by the weak perspective projection with respect to
the full perspective projection and other affine projections can be seen. As
noticed, if the value of Zc is accurately chosen, the error can be very small.
Paraperspective Projection
The main drawback of the weak perspective projection is the error intro-
duced in the projection of objects that are far from the optical axis (big
X/Z and/or Y/Z). The Paraperspective projection tries to minimise this
error projecting into the average depth plane with rays that are parallel
to the central projecting ray, i.e. parallel to CG, where G = (Xc ,Yc,Zc)⊤
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is the centroid of the object (see figure 5 for an example and figure 6 for
a comparison between the errors of each perspective approximation with
respect to the full perspective projection). The projection matrix for the
paraperspective projection under normalised coordinates is
Ppp =

 αx 0 00 αy 0
0 0 1



 1 0 −Xc/Zc Xc0 1 −Yc/Zc Yc
0 0 0 Zc

( R t
0⊤ 1
)
(12)
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Figure 5: Example of paraperspective projection
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by the orthographic projection p′′′, by the weak perspective projection p′′
and by the paraperspective projection p′ with respect to the full perspec-
tive projection p
5 2-Views: Epipolar Geometry
Epipolar geometry is the most commonly used geometric link between
two views of the same scene. The epipolar geometry is the geometry of
the intersection of the image planes of each camera with the pencil of
planes that have the line linking the camera centres, or baseline, as one
of its axis. It is a useful tool when searching correspondences of points,
called Homography if seen as a function, in stereo vision (see figure 7)
since it reduces the two-dimensional search to a one-dimensional search.
Given a point X in 3D space, i.e. in R3, its corresponding image points in
two cameras with centres at C and C′, are x and x′ respectively. It is clear
that X, x, x′, C and C′ are coplanar (see figure 8), let’s call this plane
π. Suppose now that only x is known, then the question that epipolar
geometry answers is how the point x′ is constrained given x (see figure
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Figure 7: Epipolar geometry in stereo vision. C and C′ are the centres
of projection of each camera, p is the projection of a point P in the first
camera, e and e′ are the epipoles, ee′ is the baseline and l′ is the epipolar
line corresponding to point P in the second camera.
7), and the answer is the epipolar line.
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Figure 8: Epipolar geometry.
Here there are some important definitions (see figure 8):
Baseline: The baseline is the line that joins the camera centres.
Epipole: The epipoles are the points where the baseline intersects the
image planes, or equivalently, the epipole is the image in one of the
cameras of the camera centre of the other camera.
Epipolar Plane: An epipolar plane is a plane containing the baseline.
There is a one-parameter family, or pencil, of epipolar planes.
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Epipolar Line: An epipolar line is the intersection of an epipolar plane
with one of the image planes. Each epipolar plane intersects both
image planes at the same time, defining the correspondence be-
tween epipolar lines in both cameras. All the epipolar lines in one
camera intersect at the epipole of this camera.
All the information of the epipolar geometry is algebraically encapsulated
into the Fundamental Matrix. The fundamental matrix is a 3× 3 matrix of
rank 2 that links the image coordinates of a point in 2 different cameras.
Given a point X in 3D space, its image coordinates in 2 different cameras,
x and x′, must satisfy
x′⊤Fx = 0 (13)
where F is the fundamental matrix for this given pair of cameras. Let’s
deduce its expression in terms of the 2 camera projection matrices (see
section 4) P and P′. For further details see [XZ96]. Given an image point
x in the first camera, its back-projected ray is a function of a scalar pa-
rameter λ
X(λ) = P+x+ λC (14)
where P+ satisfies PP+ = I and it is called the pseudoinverse of P. There
are two particular points in that ray, P+x at λ = 0 and C when λ → ∞,
that are seen by the second camera at P′P+x and P′C respectively. The
epipolar line is the line that joins these two points, i.e. l′ = (P′C) ×
(P′P+x) = e′ × (P′P+x) = [e′]×(P′P+)x where e′ is the epipole and [·]×
denotes a map from a vector to its corresponding Skew Symmetric Matrix
[x]× =



 x1x2
x3




×
=

 0 −x3 x2x3 0 −x1
−x2 x1 0

 (15)
Then, the fundamental matrix is
F = [e′]×(P
′P+) (16)
and it satisfies
Transpose: If F is the fundamental matrix of the pair of cameras (P, P′),
then F⊤ is the fundamental matrix of the pair of cameras (P′, P)
Epipolar lines: For any given image point x in the first camera, its epipo-
lar line is l′ = Fx. Similarly, given x′, its epipolar line is l = F⊤x′.
Epipole: The epipoles e and e′ satisfy e′⊤F = 0 and Fe = 0, i.e. they are
the left and right null-vector of F.
The scene reconstruction can be obtained by performing transfers of points
by homographies using planes at different depth distances. This way, the
depth of each point correspond to the depth of the plane giving a focused
image of the point in the transferred image.
6 3-Views: Trifocal Tensor
When a scene is seen by three different cameras, there is a new multiple
view object that plays the role of the fundamental matrix in two views,
the Trifocal Tensor [SA90, Sha94, SW95]. One of the easiest ways of in-
troducing the trifocal tensor is by means of the incidence relationship of
three corresponding lines: given the image in three different cameras of
a line in 3D space, the intersection of planes produced by back-projection
of each one of the views of that line, must intersect in a line, the line in
3D space. Since in general, the intersection of 3 planes is not a single
line, this geometric incidence condition provides a constraint on sets of
corresponding lines (see figure 9). In the following, when dealing with
tensors, the Einstein Summation Convention will be used. For an introduc-
tion to tensor analysis, see [Sim97] or [AMR93].
The trifocal tensor T is a (2 + 1)-rank tensor (2 contravariant and 1 co-
variant indexes) T jki . Given three general camera matrices A, B and C, a
k,
bk and ck represent the k-th row of A, B and C respectively, and ∼ al rep-
resents the matrix A without the l-th row, then the trifocal tensor can be
expressed as (for the complete deduction of this expression see [HZ03],
chapters 15− 17)
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Figure 9: Constraint for the trifocal tensor
T
jk
i = (−1)
i+1 det

 ∼ aibj
ck

 (17)
It is easy to see that for the case where one of the camera matrices, for
example A, is A = (I | 0), then the equation 17 can be expressed as
T
jk
i = b
j
ic
k
4 − b
j
4c
k
i (18)
This trifocal tensor allows to do three important things, transfers by
homographies, trilinear incidence relations (or trilinearities) and the re-
trieval of fundamental and camera matrices.
As said before, one of the most interesting things that the trifocal tensor
allows to do is the transfer by homographies in two of the three views,
i.e. given a point or line correspondence over 2 views, to determine its
position in the third one. These transfers are obtained by using the trifocal
tensor as an operator which takes a line and produces a homography
matrix by means of the expression
hki = l
′
jT
jk
i (19)
which is the expression of the homography between the first and the
third view obtained from the tensor by contraction with a line. Then,
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using equation 19, transfers can be calculated as
Line transfer:
li = l
′
jl
′′
k T
jk
i (20)
Point transfer:
x′′k = hki x
i = (l′jT
jk
i )x
i (21)
The second application commented before was trilinear incidence rela-
tions. Trilinear incidence relations, or trilinearities, are the relations of
the coordinates of image points and lines. They are called trilinearities
because each relation involves three image elements and all they are lin-
ear in the arguments of the tensor. There are 5 trilinearities, line-line-line,
point-line-line, point-line-point, point-point-line and point-point-point.
Line-line-line:
(lrǫ
ris)l′jl
′′
k T
jk
i = 0
s (22)
Point-line-line:
xil′jl
′′
k T
jk
i = 0 (23)
Point-line-point:
xil′j(x
′′kǫkqs)T
jq
i = 0s (24)
Point-point-line:
xi(x′jǫjpr)l
′′
k T
pk
i = 0r (25)
Point-point-point:
xi(x′jǫjpr)(x
′′kǫkqs)T
pq
i = 0rs (26)
where ǫrst (or ǫrst) is the Levi-Civita permutation symbol, i.e.
ǫrst = ǫ
rst =


+1 if rst is an even permutation of {1, 2, 3}
−1 if rst is an odd permutation of {1, 2, 3}
0 if r = s, s = t or r = t
(27)
Finally, the trifocal tensor can also be employed to obtain the fundamental
matrices or the camera projection matrices. If the trifocal tensor T is
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considered as a 3× 3× 3 “matrix”, i.e. T = (T1 | T2 | T3) where Ti =
T
jk
i , j, k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, then the epipoles e
′ and e′′ can be calculated as
e′⊤(u1 | u2 | u3) = 0 (28)
e′′⊤(v1 | v2 | v3) = 0 (29)
(30)
where ui and vi are the left and right null-vectors, respectively, of Ti.
Then, the fundamental matrices F21 and F31 can be calculated as
F21 = ([e
′]×T1e
′′ | [e′]×T2e
′′ | [e′]×T3e
′′) (31)
F21 = ([e
′′]×T1e
′ | [e′′]×T2e
′ | [e′′]×T3e
′) (32)
Camera matrices can be also recovered from the trifocal tensor, but since
this one is independent of 3D projective transformations, the camera ma-
trices can be computed only up to a projective ambiguity. See [HZ03]
pages 374− 376 for further details.
7 4-Views: Quadrifocal Tensor
Going one step further, the Quadrifocal Tensor is found. Given a point
correspondence across 4 views of a point X, x ↔ x′ ↔ x′′ ↔ x′′′, with
camera matrices Pa, Pb, Pc and Pd, according to equation 1 projection
equations can be written as


Pa x
Pb x
′
Pc x
′′
Pd x
′′′




X
−λ
−λ′
−λ′′
−λ′′′

 = 0 (33)
The matrix on the left has at most rank 7 and so, all 8× 8 determinant are
zero. The determinant built using two rows from each projection matrix
defines a quadrilinear relationship of the form
18
xix′jx′′kx′′′lǫipwǫjqxǫkryǫlszQ
pqrs = 0pqrs (34)
where the quadrifocal tensor, denoted by Qpqrs, is defined by
Qpqrs = det


P
p
a
P
q
b
Prc
Psd

 (35)
In the quadrifocal tensor case, all the indices are contravariant and there
is no distinguished view as in the trifocal tensor case. The quadrifocal
tensor can be written in the case of 4 corresponding lines, l ↔ l′ ↔ l′′ ↔
l′′′ as
lpl
′
ql
′′
r l
′′′
s Q
pqrs = 0 (36)
but, according to equation 34, the condition holds as long as there is a
single point in space that projects onto the four image lines and so, it is
not necessary that the 4 image lines correspond to the same line in space.
Like with the trifocal tensor, it is possible to extract the camera matrices
or the epipoles from the quadrifocal tensor, but the calculations needed
to obtain them as well as the calculations to obtain the quadrifocal tensor
itself, begin to be too costly. For further details on the quadrifocal tensor
and its properties and calculations, see [Hey98] or [Har98].
8 n-Views (n > 4): What a Hard Problem!
At this point, it could be thought that there is a (multi)linear constraint, of
the style of the constraints presented until now, for each given number of
cameras observing a scene, but this is not the case. All multiple view re-
lations that exist between homogeneous coordinates of image points and
lines in five or more views of a static scene can be expressed as combina-
tions of the epipolar constraints between any pair, the trifocal constraints
between any triple and the quadrifocal constraints between any quadru-
ple of views [Tri95, Moo98, Hey98]. In spite of this, there are several
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algorithms that combine the information given by each image in order to
reconstruct the scene.
Given a set of 3D points Xj viewed by a set of cameras with projection
matrices Pi, where xij denotes the image coordinates of point j seen by
camera i, the reconstruction problem consists of finding the camera ma-
trices Pi and the points in 3D Xj only knowing the image coordinates
and the correspondences of the points. There are 3 algorithms of special
relevance that solve this problem, the Bundle Adjustment algorithm, the
Factorisation algorithm and the Projective Factorisation algorithm. These
algorithms are briefly introduced in the following paragraphs.
The bundle adjustment algorithm involves an adjustment of the bundle
of rays between each camera centre and the set of 3D points by means of
the following minimisation
min
Pˆi,Xˆj
∑
i,j
d(PˆiXˆj, x
i
j)
2 (37)
where d(x, y) is the geometric image distance between the homogeneous
points x and y. This method is tolerant with missing data and provides
a ML estimate, but it requires a good initialisation and it can become an
extremely large minimisation problem. This is why it is usually a good
idea to use it as the final step of another reconstruction algorithm.
In the case of affine cameras, the Factorisation Algorithm, introduced by
Tomasi and Kanade in [TK92], is of special relevance. It was demon-
strated in [RM96] by Reid and Murray that under isotropic zero-mean
Gaussian noise, independent and equal for each measured point, the fac-
torisation algorithm achieves a Maximum Likelihood affine reconstruction.
The basic idea of the algorithm is to decompose a 2m× n matrix W com-
posed of the image coordinates of n points (n ≥ 4) seen by m cameras, re-
member that x = PX, by means of the SVD decomposition (W = UDV⊤).
At the output, the camera projection matrices of each camera and the 3D
information of each point is obtained up to multiplication by a common
matrix A. The algorithm can also be relaxed to deal with deformable ob-
jects by modelling them as a linear combination over basis sets, such as
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for example an Active Appearance Model [CET01].
The affine factorisation algorithm does not apply to projective reconstruc-
tion, but Sturm and Triggs showed in [ST96] that if the projective depth (λ
in equation 1) is known for each of the used points, then a factorisation
algorithm similar to the affine one can be applied. The problem is that,
since the real depths are unknown, an initial estimation must be done in
order to obtain an estimation of the real depths by means of an iterative
process that it is not guaranteed to converge to a global optimum. Nev-
ertheless, with a good initialisation, the algorithm obtains the projection
matrices and the 3D information of the points up to a common projective
transformation.
9 Virtual Views
Humans have two eyes but only one image, that seems to come from the
middle point between the eyes, is perceived. This means that somehow,
the brain combines these two images in order to obtain only one that
seems to come from a point where there is no eye to capture it. But it
also means that it must be possible to generate a view of a scene where
there is no camera, by means of the combination of several views of that
scene from other points. This is what is known as Virtual Viewpoint, from
a camera point-of-view, or View Rendering from a scene point-of-view.
Using techniques presented in the previous section, new points of view
can be generated since the 3D information of the scene is obtained, but
it is not necessary to solve completely the reconstruction of the scene to
generate (render) new views of the scene. Techniques allowing to render
new views without a previous reconstruction of the scene are known as
Image-Based Rendering (IBR) techniques. One of the main advantages of
IBR in front of complete scene reconstruction, in addition to the fact that
they are usually less computational intensive, is that there are in general
no geometric artifacts introduced in the scene and the output has already
by itself a photorealistic aspect.
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IBR techniques can be divided into different categories, following differ-
ent criterions. For example, in [CSN07], three subgroups are proposed ac-
cording to the amount of geometry information required from the scenes
or objects: Rendering with No Geometry, Rendering with Implicit Geometry
and Rendering with Explicit Geometry. In the present document, another
division, proposed in [ZC04], will be considered. This division is based
on the assumptions made by each algorithm in order to reduce the dimen-
sion of the considered plenoptic function l, introduced in [AB91], which
is a 7-dimensional function (l : R7 −→ R) that gives the radiance, i.e. the
amount of light, of a scene from any view point (x, y, z), at any viewing
angle (θ, φ), for any wavelength λ and at any time t (see figure 10).
b
b
(x, y, z)
(θ, φ)
t, λ
Figure 10: The 7 dimensions of the Plenoptic Function
9.1 Common assumptions to restrain de viewing space
IBR techniques are based on the interpolation of the plenoptic function
from several samples. The plenoptic function, as explained before, has 7
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dimensions and the direct interpolation of such a function would need a
huge number of samples. This is why some assumptions are usually done
in order to reduce the dimensionality of the function, allowing a practical
implementation of an IBR system based on the sampling of the plenoptic
function by means of one or several fixed or moving cameras. According
to [ZC04], the most common IBR approaches, assume one or several of
the following simplifications in order to reduce the dimensionality of the
plenoptic function:
A1 The most common assumption, assumed by almost all IBR techniques,
consists of not considering all the possible wavelengths but only 3,
the corresponding ones to red, green and blue.
A2 Another very common assumption consists of supposing that the ra-
diance along a light ray is constant, this way, the plenoptic function
can be represented by its values on any surface that surrounds the
scene. Although it is very reasonable, it can have some undesirable
effects due to the finite resolution of a camera.
A3 A further assumption, that spares a lot of problems, is to assume a
static scene, i.e. to ignore the time dimension.
A4 The restriction of the viewer freedom of moving to be on a surface
reduces the plenoptic function one dimension. This assumption is
reasonable since the eyes of a person are usually at an almost con-
stant height-level and that the human beings are less sensitive to
vertical parallax than to horizontal parallax.
A5 The viewer can also be restricted to move along a fixed path, which
reduces the dimensionality of the plenoptic function in 2 dimen-
sions.
A6 Finally, the viewer can also be restricted to be in a fixed position,
which reduces the dimensionality of the plenoptic function in 3 di-
mensions. This is the assumption made for example by the popular
QuickTime VR technology [Che95].
Note that in general, the dimensionality reduction achieved by each one
of the assumptions is not addable. This is evident between assumptions
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A4, A5 and A6, but it is also valid for assumption A2 when one of the
assumptions A4, A5 or A6 is done. In table 9.1 we can observe the list
of the most common IBR techniques with their corresponding plenoptic
function dimensionality and the taken assumptions.
Dimension IBR Technique Assumptions
6D Surface Plenoptic Function A2
5D Plenoptic Modelling A1, A3
Light Field Video A1, A2
4D Light Field A1, A2, A3
Lumigraph A1, A2, A3
Plenoptic Video A1, A2, A5
3D Concentric Mosaics A1, A2, A3, A4
Panoramic Video (A1, A6) or (A1, A3, A5)
2D Image Mosaicing A1, A3, A6
Table 1: IBR techniques with their corresponding plenoptic function di-
mensionality and assumptions
9.2 6D Representations
Surface Plenoptic Function
The Surface Plenoptic Function (SPF), introduced in [ZC03], is a simpli-
fication of the 7D plenoptic function taking into account the assumption
A2. As commented before, assuming A2 allows to represent the plenoptic
function by its values on a surrounding surface. The SPF approach con-
siders the surrounding surface to be the scene surface itself. It is difficult
to capture real scenes with unknown geometry using this technique, but
SPF was used in [ZC03] for analysing the Fourier spectrum of IBR and
how it can be used to sample IBR data more efficiently.
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9.3 5D Representations
Plenoptic Modelling
The plenoptic modelling [MB95] simplifies the plenoptic function assum-
ing A1 and A3, obtaining as result a 5-dimensional approximation l(x, y, z, θ, φ).
The approach consists of recording a static scene by means of a set of
cameras that make a continuous panning, making a cylindrical projection
of the captured images along the panning. The rendering of new views
is done by warping the nearby cylindrical projected images to the new
view-point based on their epipolar relationship and visibility tests.
9.4 4D Representations
Light Field and Lumigraph
The Light Field [LH96] and the Lumigraph [GGSC96] are probably the
most well-known IBR techniques. Both are based on the assumptions A1,
A2 and A3, i.e. they ignore the wavelength, they assume a constant ra-
diance along a line in “free space” and they ignore the time dimension.
With these assumptions, the resulting plenoptic function can be parame-
terised as l(s, t, u, v) : R4 7→ R, where (s, t) and (u, v) are the intersecting
coordinates of an incident light ray with two parallel planes, the camera
plane and the focal plane, parameterised as the st-plane and the uv-plane
(see figure 11). Connecting each of the discrete points of camera plane
with all the points of the focal plane, a 2D array of images is obtained,
the 2D array of captured light rays. With this 2D array of images, to
create a new view of the scene the rays received at this point are cal-
culated. These rays are calculated by quadrilinear interpolation of the
nearby recorded light rays (see grey dots in figure 11). This rendering can
be done in real time, and that is one of the most important features of
these IBR techniques.
The main difference between Light Field and Lumigraph is that Light
Field assumes no knowledge about the geometry of the scene while Lu-
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Figure 11: Parameterisation of a light ray using two parallel planes. Since
the coordinates in each plane are discrete, an incident ray can affect more
than one recorded ray.
migraph reconstructs a rough estimation of the geometry of the scene.
This implies that the number of required samples of the Light Field ap-
proach is higher than in the Lumigraph approach, and that in this second,
an irregular sampling of the scene with for example a tracked hand-held
camera, as proposed in [GGSC96], can be done. Nevertheless, Lumigraph
requires a re-sampling process to place each captured image onto a uni-
form sampling grid. An unstructured Lumigraph approach that allows
a non-uniform sampling grid is proposed in [BBM+01]. Regarding Light
Field, in [CNG+05] a dynamic version known as Plenoptic Video is pre-
sented. This approach does not assume A3 but it uses A4, remaining this
way in a 4-dimensional approximation of the plenoptic function. There
exists also a dynamic extension (i.e. not assuming A3 and obtaining then
a 5-dimensional approximation) of the Light Field approach, introduced
in [WSLH01] and called the Light Field Video. The approach is based on
an array of 128 CMOS cameras that records a synchronised video flow of
640× 480 pixel images at 30fps.
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9.5 3D Representations
Concentric Mosaics
FOV
R sin( FOV2 )
R
Figure 12: Sketch of a concentric mosaics capturing system.
Concentric Mosaics [SH99] is another well-known IBR approach, based
on assumptions A1, A2 and A3 (like the Light Field) and A4, restrict-
ing the cameras and the viewers to be on a plane and obtaining a 3-
dimensional approximation of the plenoptic function. The method con-
sists of capturing the scene by a camera mounted at the end of a beam
that rotates. The images are captured at regular intervals of rotation and
the captured light rays are indexed by the beam rotation angle α and the
pixel location (u, v), obtaining l(α, u, v). The virtual viewpoint can be
placed freely inside a rendering circle with the centre at the centre of ro-
tation of the capturing camera and a radius of R sin(FOV/2), where R is
the camera path radius and FOV is the Field Of View of the cameras (see
figure 12). The rendering process is based on the splitting of the captured
images into slits and the later reassembling of interpolated neighboring
slits.
This approach presents an important vertical distortion, independent of
the capture density on the camera path. In order to minimise this distor-
tion, in [SH99] a depth correction was used, but this implies that a rough
knowledge of the scene geometry must be known. The origin of this dis-
tortion is that, as commented before, the dimensionality reductions done
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by each assumption are not addable in general. In this case, assumptions
A2 and A4 are not addable and that makes that the light ray space in
the Concentric Mosaics approach is 4-dimensional, but the approach as-
sumes it to be 3-dimensional. An easy extension of Concentric Mosaics
to 4D consists of using a vertical array of cameras on the rotating beam.
Panoramic Video
Panoramic Video is another popular 3D IBR representation [Che95, FK00,
Nay97, XT97]. It has 2 modalities of operation, one for dynamic scenes
(using assumptions A1 and A6) and another one for static scenes (with
assumptions A1, A3 and A5). In panoramic video, the field of view is
often 360o, allowing the viewer to pan and zoom freely and, in the case
of static scenes, also to place freely the viewpoint.
The capture of a panoramic video is an easy task, consisting only of cap-
turing a video sequence with a multi-camera system [FK00], an omni-
directional camera [Nay97] or a camera with a fisheye lens [XT97]. The
rendering process consist only of warping from cylindrical or spherical
projected images to a planar projection of the region of interest. Due to
the simplicity of this approach and the acceptable obtained quality, it is
widely used.
9.6 2D Representations
Image Mosaicing
Image mosaicing uses a 2D representation of the plenoptic function and,
depending on how the light rays are recorded, image mosaicing tech-
niques can be classified into Single Centre of Projection Mosaics or Multiple
Centre of Projection Mosaics. The former techniques, that only allow the
user to change his view direction, are known as Panoramic Mosaics, or
simply Panorama, and index the light rays only according to their direc-
tions, i.e. l(θ, φ), since the centre of projection does not change during the
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registration. Then, the input images are related by 2D projective transfor-
mations that can be already known [GH86] or recovered from images [SS].
In the most general case of multiple centres of projection, that allows the
user to move along a path or surface, the light rays are usually indexed
by the position of the camera in a manifold where the camera moves and
captures images usually perpendicullary or tangentially to the manifold.
These techniques are also called Manifold Mosaics [ZT90, PH97, PBE99].
The rendering of image mosaicing is, in general, very simple. For panoramic
mosaics it is usually enough to perform a warping from a cylindrical or
spherical projected mosaic to a planar projected image, but in a general
manifold mosaic it is a little more difficult since the warping could be
unknown, requiring to use small regions of the mosaic directly for ren-
dering, as long as the field of view of the rendered image is small enough
[WFH+97].
10 Conclusions and Future Work
In the last paragraphs, geometric constraints of multiple view systems
and image based rendering techniques have been presented. With these
geometric constraints, the 3D reconstruction of a scene can be obtained
and thus a virtual view of the scene from any desired point can be gen-
erated. This way of generating virtual views presents the advantage that
it gives all the 3D information of the scene (excepting, of course, for
occluded regions) and therefore, a virtual view can be generated from
“everywhere”. But it generates visual artifacts due to errors in the 3D
reconstruction (above all in occluded regions), it is very computationally
intensive and in addition this computation depends on the scene com-
plexity. Due to this, less computationally expensive processes of generat-
ing virtual views have been proposed and studied by the computer vision
community, obtaining the image based rendering techniques. These tech-
niques allow the generation of virtual views without a complete recon-
struction of the 3D scene or even without any 3D information, obtaining
algorithms that are independent of the scene complexity and based on the
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sampling and interpolation of the plenoptic function. IBR techniques gen-
erate outputs without the visual artifacts introduced by the reconstruction
methods but the problem with them is the difficulty of sampling a high-
dimensional function as the plenoptic function.
As future work, it could be interesting to study the application into IBR
techniques of hybrid interpolation techniques (in the sense of the com-
bination of continuous and discrete nature) like for example B-splines or
wavelets, instead of pure discrete interpolation techniques. Another cru-
cial point on IBR techniques that needs more research is the sampling
process of the plenoptic function and how it can be optimised using the
minimum number of cameras. For this purpose, the use of models of the
scene, containing information about the objects and/or the dynamics of
the scene, could be very interesting. To finish, also the study of image
based rendering when dealing with non-lambertian surfaces would be
interesting, since this kind of surfaces are widely present on real scenes.
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